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By Phillippe Diederich

Cinco Puntos Press,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Sofrito, Phillippe
Diederich, "In this entertaining debut novel, Frank Delgado tries to save his failing restaurant by
returning to Cuba, his dead father's homeland, to get ahold of a top-secret chicken recipe. But
there is more than delicious chicken at stake here. Food is the road home--geographically,
emotionally, metaphorically. Peppered with cooking advice from chefs, ordinary folks, and
celebrities including Fidel Castro himself (an advocate of pork), Phillipe Diederich's Sofrito is a love
letter to the deepest recesses of nostalgia's heart." --Cristina Garcia, author of Dreaming in Cuban
and King of Cuba Frank Delgado is no thief. He co-owns a failing Cuban restaurant in Manhattan's
Upper East Side. The restaurant, like Frank, is rudderless. Lost. He decides he'll save the restaurant
by traveling to Cuba to steal the legendary chicken recipe from the famed El Ajillo restaurant in
Havana. The recipe is a state secret, so prized that no cook knows the whole recipe. But Frank's
rationale is ironclad--Fidel stole the secret from his family, so he will steal it back. He will
triumphantly bring that recipe back to Manhattan and turn his fortunes around. Frank has no
interest in Cuba....
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ReviewsReviews

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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